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Fuel your business 
growth with CRM

Would you like a way of recording every interaction with customers?

Do you want to provide team members in different departments with the ability to share 
information easily?

Is there a way you can use real-time information about your company’s resources to
accelerate sales?

In this eBook, we explain how Sage CRM integrates seamlessly with your Sage business management 
solution to help your business become more productive, efficient, and profitable. In fact, as a Sage 
customer, you’re already growing your business. According to a 2014 report by IDG, companies with 
more effective data grow 35 percent faster.

More effective data comes from using a business management solution to standardize the sharing of 
information between teams and to streamline connected operations. That’s why your existing Sage 
business software provides you with powerful tools for managing finances and operations across your 
entire company.
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BY INTEGRATING  
SAGE CRM WITH YOUR SAGE 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION, 
you can connect different teams, gain greater visibility between sales 

and operations, and boost profitability across the business.
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Anne Robinson is an IT director of manufacturing company Alloy 
Polymers. When asked how Sage helps her manage business, she said:

“ Nothing moves without being scanned. We maintain tight 
control of every order and every ingredient in our warehouse—
particularly important to us considering that the materials 
belong to our customers. The real-time nature of Sage business 
solutions means we always have accurate data available to 
our customer service and accounting departments.” 

So, if Sage business management solutions help companies like Alloy Polymers focus on running 
the business, what’s the role of a CRM solution?

CRM stands for Customer Relationship Management, and it is a way of tracking and managing 
interaction with prospects, leads, and customers as they move through each stage of the sales cycle. 

CRM software helps businesses improve customer relationships by organizing and automating 
communications and activities across all customer-facing departments, including sales, 
marketing, and customer service.

CRM provides a level of automation that enables businesses to run much more efficiently.
And, because data regarding every customer interaction is stored in a single place, you and your 
teams can nurture relationships at every stage. As a manager, you can also gain insight into how 
your sales and marketing campaigns are performing, helping you make more informed decisions.

What is CRM?
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

CRM is built to manage your information about 
contacts. For each contact, you can store phone 
numbers, as well as email and postal addresses. 
Mobile salespeople can access this contact 
information using their mobile devices before 
they meet or call on clients.

1  Contact management  

2  Central database >>

3  Sales-team automation >>

4  Leads and opportunity management >>

5  Targeted marketing >>

6  Customer service >>

7  Reports and insight >>
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

CRM software helps you store your customer data in 
a central, secure location. This information includes 
email and communication histories, sales quotes, 
orders received, opportunities, and open and resolved 
support cases. And because it’s stored and updated 
in one place, you can be sure that you’re acting on the 
most current information.

1  Contact management >>

2  Central database

3  Sales-team automation >>

4  Leads and opportunity management >>

5  Targeted marketing >>

6  Customer service >>

7  Reports and insight >>
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

CRM can help you automate many of the day-to-day 
tasks of the sales process including order processing, 
lead management, and sales forecasts. This automation 
eliminates the need to spend time performing manual 
daily tasks like scheduling sales calls.

1  Contact management >>

2  Central database >>

3  Sales-team automation

4  Leads and opportunity management >>

5  Targeted marketing >>

6  Customer service >>

7  Reports and insight >>
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

Using CRM software, your sales team can manage 
leads from first contact to final acquisition. You 
and your management team can optimize sales 
resources and ensure your team members spend 
more time on profitable opportunities and less  
on administration.

1  Contact management >>

2  Central database >>

3  Sales-team automation >>

4  Leads and opportunity management

5  Targeted marketing >>

6  Customer service >>

7  Reports and insight >>
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

An effective CRM solution helps marketing and 
sales teams identify leads, manage opportunities, 
and close deals. Team members can use CRM to 
plan targeted campaigns and track these results 
in real time. CRM also supports email marketing, 
which is a powerful strategy for communicating 
special offers and promotions.

1  Contact management >>

2  Central database >>

3  Sales-team automation >>

4  Leads and opportunity management >>

5  Targeted marketing

6  Customer service >>

7  Reports and insight >>
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

Customer service departments use CRM software to 
handle questions and complaints and resolve issues 
faster with up-to-date information. They do this 
using tools such as case management, service-level 
agreement (SLA) tracking, and a central knowledge 
base. They can also use customer service metrics  
to improve the overall level of responsiveness.

1  Contact management >>

2  Central database >>

3  Sales-team automation >>

4  Leads and opportunity management >>

5  Targeted marketing >>

6  Customer service

7  Reports and insight >>
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The seven most useful features  
of CRM software

CRM enables you to generate reports for key areas of 
your business including sales, customer service, lead 
tracking, marketing, and more. You can even create 
tailored reports that measure how the business is 
performing against KPIs. This level of reporting helps 
managers evaluate where the business stands and 
make more informed decisions.

1  Contact management >>

2  Central database >>

3  Sales-team automation >>

4  Leads and opportunity management >>

5  Targeted marketing >>

6  Customer service >>

7  Reports and insight
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Supporting

In most businesses, three key departments can benefit from a CRM solution. 
These include sales, marketing, and customer service. In this section, we will explain 
how these departments can use CRM and how it can help teams do their job better.
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“Over the last four years our company’s revenue has grown about 60 percent 
and we would not have been able to do that without Sage CRM.”

Karen Zfaty, Director of Marketing Information Systems, PARS

PARS      |       California, U.S.

A modern, connected CRM solution, such as  
Sage CRM, helps you simplify sales processes,  
shorten sales cycles, and make the most of  
every sales opportunity. It automates sales tasks— 
creating quotes and orders, forecasting sales,  
progressing leads—and converts them to  
opportunities using efficient workflows. And Sage 
customers combining Sage CRM and Sage X3  
can utilize data from sales reps to track orders  
in real time.

How PARS uses CRM for sales

Public Agency Retirement Services (PARS) provides 
retirement services to public agencies in the United 
States. The organization relies on Sage CRM to  
efficiently collect and retain business and customer 
data. Since deploying Sage CRM, PARS has doubled 
its sales and dramatically improved its reporting  
capabilities and other processes.

How CRM can help boost sales
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“All communications between prospects and clients are recorded in Sage CRM...
and, as a result, our marketing efforts have achieved a much higher response.”

Astley Yip, Sales Manager, Nexus Solutions

How CRM enables you to market 
more effectively

Nexus Solutions       |       Singapore

Sage CRM can help marketing teams identify the 
sources of leads, opportunities, and closed sales. 
It also enables users to find customer information 
for upcoming campaigns and send targeted email 
marketing campaigns. Another benefit of the Sage 
solution is the ability to track customers’ orders 
for your products or services, using your business 
management solution, such as Sage X3.

How Nexus Solutions uses CRM for 
marketing campaigns 

Established in 2001, Nexus Solutions provides 
integrated network communication infrastructure 
and Internet security technologies to customers 
across Asia. Prior to purchasing Sage CRM, Nexus 
Solutions struggled to create marketing campaigns 
to support consistent objectives and targeted 
customer messaging. Sage CRM allows your 
business to better understand customers. It also 
provides a central database of customer and 
partner information, which  means sales and 
marketing can collaborate on each campaign.
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“We believe that we’re now one of the leaders in the industry in providing critical 
information to clients, instantly accessible whenever they want it. This helps us to 
win new business and enhance our service to existing clients.”

Simon Adcock, Managing Director, ATEC Security

ATEC Security       |       Wolverhampton, U.K.

Together, CRM and business management solutions 
enable your customer service teams to gain powerful 
case management tools that drive exceptional 
customer service. They can automate and manage 
the progress of customer service cases and resolve 
customer issues faster. For example, a customer 
service representative can see when a replacement 
part is due in stock using Sage X3, update the 
customer, and document this information in 
Sage CRM.

How ATEC Security uses Sage CRM 
for customer service 

Since 1985, ATEC Security has been building its 
reputation as a leading security and communications 
systems integrator. After a period of rapid growth, 
ATEC recognized the need for a solution offering 
greater flexibility and control. Sage CRM helped  
the company define, drive, and optimize its formerly 
inefficient business processes. Using the detailed 
reports within CRM, ATEC can now progress 
cases in real time and report to clients with 
up-to-date information.

How CRM can help your business deliver 
exceptional customer service
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If you’re considering investing in CRM but still aren’t quite sure 
if it can help your business, these five questions can help you 
decide if a solution like Sage CRM is a smart choice:

Signs you really need 
a CRM solution

Do you have trouble finding customer and 
prospect information quickly?

 Do you want to feel more in control of your 
sales and marketing campaigns?

 Are your customer records completely secure 
and fully compliant?

 Could your teams share ideas and information 
more efficiently?

Is the process of generating business reports 
overly time-consuming?
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THE CHOICE OF MORE THAN 
15,000 BUSINESSES WORLDWIDE, 

SAGE CRM IS THE BEST VALUE IN 
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 

MANAGEMENT. 
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JOIN 15,000 GROWING BUSINESSES

Using Sage CRM, our customers are saving time, increasing productivity, 
and gaining greater visibility across their businesses. They’re also seeing 
the kind of sales and sustainable business growth that would have been 
impossible before Sage CRM.

There’s simply no better way to help marketing, sales, and customer 
services teams work together, share insights, and manage interactions 
with prospects, leads, and customers.

Visit www.sage.com to learn more 
about Sage CRM.

How to get the most from CRM
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Sage empowers businesses and their communities around the world through the use of simple, powerful technology that works the 
way people work today. We work with a thriving community of entrepreneurs, business owners, accountants, partners, developers, 

and 3rd party service providers who drive the global economy. From social accounting apps to enterprise-class software, millions of 
businesses use Sage to grow and prosper. We are a FTSE 100 company with 13,000 employees in 23 countries. 

For more information, visit www.sage.com.
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